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The Energy Safari is a component of the Building Future
Energy Leaders programme by the Energy Change lab. A
Safari is an intense immersion learning track lasting
approximately 5 to 7 days. The process aims to arrive at
initial seeds for solutions and to expose people to different
ways of learning and problem-solving. The core principle of
a Safari is to send people out into the field where they can
talk to the ‘end-user’ and others involved in the problem
throughout the learning cycle.
This year’s Energy Safari focused on fostering Productive
Use of Energy (PUE). We partnered with two mini-grid
companies in Tanzania, Rafiki Power and Power Corner,
who are looking into ways of fostering PUE in their daily
operations. In partnership, we prepared problem-cases for
the participants to work on. Each of these 5 cases focused on
a village where these companies work, resp. Komolo village
in Manyara region and Ketumbeine village in Arusha region.
Throughout the week, participants visited the villages to
work on their case.
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This report gives a detailed overview of the
programme. You can read about the
organisational set-up, the cases and proposed
solutions and about theories and Safari tools. If
you are inspired by what you read and
interested to learn more about the Safari
concept and the Energy Change Lab, we urge
you to get in touch with us!
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SAFARI DAY 1
The first Safari day was a welcome to all participants. They
were introduced to the programme, received an introduction
on some key topics like Productive Uses of Energy (PUE), and
organised themselves in teams for the week to come.

D-Day 28 January 2018
After months of preparation, D-Day is finally here on 28
January 2018, when 30 participants arrive at the Safari
venue MS-TCDC on Sunday afternoon, coming from various
parts of the Northern Zone and other parts of Tanzania,
including Zanzibar. They are welcomed by the Energy
Change Lab team and facilitators, who shortly introduce the
Energy Change Lab programme, the Lab’s Building Future
Energy Leaders programme and of course the Energy Safari
concept. Fun elements of getting-to-know-one-another are
introduced; participants play a bingo game that got them
introduced to each other’s names, characters, hobbies and
weird facts. The day also includes an introduction to the
concept of Productive uses of Energy (PUE); something
they would work on for the rest of the week. Energy Change
Lab PUE advisor Frederick Mushi shared some practical
examples from Tanzania, showcasing how PUE is vital for
rural development. He also introduced the five cases
participants would be working on throughout the week. You
can read about the cases on page 11.

field visits and interviews. Feedback on the prototypes is
used to refine the solution in a round of iteration. At the
end of the Safari, participants present their idea to a panel
of experts, which leads again to iteration. After the Safari,
the Lab and the partner organisations are available to
support the teams to further develop their idea (the
‘unleashing phase’).

Safari process
The Safari process was introduced as well. The Safari
programme follows a ‘U-shaped’ process, derived and
inspired from Theory U. The principle behind this process is
that in order to develop inclusive, sustainable solutions, you
need to spend ample time on ‘the left side of the U’ first,
meaning: spending time to understand the problem better,
whereby you get your knowledge from people on the ground
as opposed to books or papers. Only after diving deep into
the issue first (by means of field visits, expert interviews,
etc) can you start brainstorming about a solution. That
solution will then be prototyped and tested with the same
people on the ground (the so-called ‘end-users’) – so again,
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Team formation
We ended the first day with team formation. Participants
could choose one out of the five cases, but before they
would do so, they underwent a quick behavioural test, the
‘Jung test’. This test gives insight in how people behave in
teams. Participants had fun learning from facilitator Felia
about different types of personalities in a team: introverts,
extraverts, action-oriented, impulsive folks, and those that
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are more analytical. It made participants understand more
about themselves when they were grouped individually in a
colour chart, with the ultimate aim to arrive at balanced
teams with different character traits.
Central message was that all have equal value, and the
more diverse your team, the better it performs. Teams were
also mixed in terms of background, as multiple intelligences
lead to new insights and ideas, hence, social innovation.
Each team had one coach, tasked with steering the team
and keeping it in line with the ongoing activities. Coaches
had arrived at the Safari one day before the start of the
programme and were well aware of the Safari flow and
expectations. Throughout the week, they could flag to the
lead facilitators when things were not going well, or
indicate when the team had special needs.

REPORT

Who are the Safari participants?
This year’s Safari participants were youth
between 18 and 35 years old, balanced in
gender and from diverse backgrounds
(energy, finance, agriculture, media - etc).
They were a mix of students and recent
graduates, specialists and generalists – with
one thing in common: an interest in energy
issues in their country. In the selection
process, we had received over 200
applications from Tanzania, Africa, the USA
and Europe. We selected a group of 30
motivated youth; 28 from Tanzania, one from
Nigeria and one from the USA. Wide interest
throughout and even beyond the African
continent has showed us there’s appetite
among young people to engage in practical
multi-day programmes around energy issues.
Who knows, our next Safari will cross the
Tanzanian border!
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SAFARI DAY 2
Experts from the Tanzanian energy sector visit the Energy
Safari to share their view on the current energy landscape
and their experience as energy entrepreneur. Participants
get introduced to the concept of ‘sensing journeys’ and
make their first explorative trip outside the venue.

Presentation by Mr. Prosper Magali from Ensol
The first full day started with presentations from Prosper
Magali, CEO at Tanzanian solar company Ensol, working in
Dar es Salaam, Mwanza and Shinyanga. Prosper was invited
as an inspiration speaker, showing the youth the
entrepreneurship potential of renewable energy in
Tanzania. “When you are doing something, passion is key, to
love what you do. They will take you out of the storm,” he
said as he was explaining his journey of founding a solar
company. They were only 4 people at the start with nothing
in their pockets; today Ensol has employed over 40 people
with an annual turnover of about 1 billion Tanzanian
shillings.
Prosper mentioned that in 2012, electricity access rate in
rural areas in Tanzania was 7%. It is for this reason that the
government established the Rural Energy Agency (REA),
promoting rural electrification including electrification from
renewable sources of energy. In 2016, the access rate of
electricity in Tanzania was around 65.3 % in urban areas and
16.9% in rural areas. The plan is to have an access rate of at
least 75% in the whole country by 2033.1 A range of countrywide initiatives is working hard towards establishing this
rate, and luckily, renewable energy is highly promoted by
the government. However, currently, many players in the
___________________________

renewable energy sector are foreign companies. It would be
great to see more Tanzanian entrepreneurs tapping into this
possibility. The sector has changed from being very small to
very large; systems running on renewables can now feed
into the main grid, for example a Solar plant in Kigoma
which is of 5 Mega Watt. Storage equipment prices are also
going down; both with lead batteries and lithium batteries,
the latter having a far better performance, though still a
higher price.
Participants posed a range of questions to Prosper, some of
them (incl. Prosper’s answers) listed below:
How much does solar energy
contribute to the Tanzanian
energy mix?
Quality of products (like
solar panels) on the
Tanzanian market is a great
challenge, we often see
fake and poor quality
products. How can this be
solved?

It contributes by 20%, with
the remaining 80% from
natural gas and hydropower
TAREA (the Tanzanian
Renewable Energy
Association) promotes work
with quality branding in the
market. Members are
supplying quality products,
therefore it is advised to buy
from TAREA members for
quality assurance. Another
action currently being
undertaken is awareness
raising by International
Finance Cooperation (IFC).

SE4All Action Agenda Tanzania, December 2015,
https://www.seforall.org/sites/default/files/TANZANIA_A
A-Final.pdf .
Energy Access situation report, 2016 Tanzania Mainland,
February 2017, http://www.rea.go.tz/Resources/ELibrary/tabid/132/Default.aspx .
1
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Will developers achieve the
government target of
electrification and is the
government supporting
(new) developers?

How do customers perceive
Ensol?

They are getting good
support; the government is
creating better regulatory
systems and incentives to
deploy minigrids.
If working collaboratively,
the current initiative /
target will be achievable.
Customers have little
complains. Ensol does not
only deploy systems but also
provides free support for 1
year. They are always nearby
and have technician
throughout the country;
customers can be reached
easily. The initial responses
from unconnected villagers
to the proposed mini-grid
systems were mixed.
The price of electricity from
a solar home system or minigrid system is a bit high
compared to electricity from
the grid, as that is highly
subsidized. People are still
cautious in using solar
electricity; it is an ongoing
process to get them aware of
the benefits. Awareness
raising is therefore very
important.

Energy Change Lab. Mr. Mbogori acknowledged that the
Energy Safari was a special event and said that he can
generate some “heat wisdom” towards the coming
discussions on creating jobs for Tanzanian youth. He urged
the young participants to create an environment for positive
and sustainable change in the days to come. The choice to
focus on the energy sector was an interesting and crucial
once, according to him. He shortly reflected on how
Tanzania has only one main power supplier on its national
grid - TANESCO - , which to his opinion should be challenged
by new companies using green technology. The sector
should work in a more competitive manner, in order to
foster (green) innovation and improve service delivery. MSTCDC is taking ‘living green’ very seriously: they have
installed solar panels around the compound. Africa as a
continent is well positioned to live green. The Safari shows
there are a lot of green possibilities to be tapped into by
young people. With Mr. Mbogori’s blessings, the 2018 Energy
Safari was now officially opened.

Official opening by Mr. Ezra Mbogori
After Prosper’s talk, the Energy Safari was officially opened
by the guest of honor, Mr Ezra Mbogori, Executive Director
at MS-TCDC training centre, where the Safari took place. He
was introduced by Sisty Basil, National Coordinator of the
REPORT

Mr. Ezra Mbogori from MS-TCDC delivering his Safari
opening speech.
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Enda Solar
Third guest of the day was Enda Solar Company. One of
their employees narrated how he started working on solar
energy for almost 10 years now, starting with installing solar
panels on schools. According to him, a transition to
renewable energy applications is in essence a lifestyle
transition. He stressed the benefits of solar, also related to
costs: solar reduces costs in the long-run.
Another Enda Solar employee shared his vision for Tanzania,
with solar farms as a solution for lack of energy access. With
Tanzania’s abundance of sun, potential is endless!

The iceberg model and different levels of listening
After taking in the wisdom of these experienced
practitioners, the facilitators took the group back to reflect
on the bigger questions of systems change. Felia Boerwinkel,
one of the lead facilitators introduced the Iceberg model to
this aim. She started with posing the question, “What are
main challenges humanity is facing today?” Participants
shortly reflected in groups, feedbacking various answers:
migration, political instability, climate change, population
displacement, gender inequality, global warming, mental
issues, (non communicable) diseases, selfish leadership,
stress, unemployment, early marriages, drug abuse, use of
modern technology leading to less concentration, energy
access issues, etc.
Felia summarized these answers in three main challenges –
the so-called ‘tips of the iceberg’, the 10% visible above the
surface of the water. The first main challenge is the socalled ‘ecological divide’, the divide between Self and
Nature. Currently, we are using resources that are 1,5 the
regenerative capacity of the earth. There is no second
planet, yet, we are acting as if there is. And when nature is
so heavily disturbed, it leads to issues such as climate
change and associated sea level rising, falling freshwater
tables, polluted air and soils – etc.

REPORT

The second divide is the ‘social divide’, the divide between
Self and Others. The recent inequality reports from Oxfam
illustrate this divide very well: eighty two percent of the
wealth generated in 2017 went to the richest one percent of
the global population, while the 3.7 billion people who
make up the poorest half of the world saw no increase in
their wealth. And these absurd levels of inequality are
growing every year, all across the globe. This is not just an
economic problem, it is a societal problem, as we know
inequality has a direct effect on the functioning of
democracies.
The third divide is the ‘spiritual divide’, or: the divide
between Self and Self. It’s the divide between my current
self and who I aspire to be. In its first global report on
preventing suicide, WHO has shown that on a yearly basis,
suicide kills more people than conflicts and natural disasters
combined.
These divides are the three ‘tips of the iceberg’, the visual
challenges the world is facing today. They are caused by all
our action combined. However, strangely enough, no one
gets up in the morning with the idea to act in such a way
that contributes to these crises. So essentially, with our
actions as humanity, we are collectively creating results
that no one wants. To look further into how that works, we
invite all to look below the surface, to the 90% of the
invisible iceberg under water. Below the Iceberg, we see
the big, underpinning institutional failure, consisting of
structures (laws, policies, education systems), underpinned
by paradigms of thought (religion, culture, values), that is in
turn underpinned by sources of inspiration (what are the
things we do and think when we get up in the morning?).
The purpose of the iceberg model is to be aware of
underlying structures. If you are a change maker you cannot
solely assess the visible symptoms, the top of iceberg, but
you need to analyse what lies beneath.
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Felia then showed a video of Apollo 8, called ‘The Overview
Effect’. The video shows that when astronauts first went
into space, this was the first time they could also look back
at earth. So essentially, while they were shooting for the
stars, in the end, the fact that they could turn the camera
back on self, might have been the most important reason
why they went. It connects to a key quality of a change
maker: to not only shoot for the stars but to sometimes
pause and reflect; to turn the beam of observation on
oneself.
Participants reflect on the video by sharing some of their
take-aways. ‘Focus on whatever you do- your dreams andideas, responsibility, understanding, tradition of the
community you want to impact’; ‘It’s important to
understand the whole ecosystem, your team and honour
diversity’; ‘Good to have a 360 angle of viewing things, to
experience and know things that previously you didn’t know
about’; ‘It’s a reminder on how the earth is important as our
home that we need to care for’.
“As a researcher of livestock value chains I will include
sustainable use of energy as a value addition component in
all the research projects that I will be doing in rural areas”
- Energy Safari Participant
Connected to observing oneself are the so-called four levels
of listening. After shortly introducing this concept,
participants were invited to go outside for a one-on-one
dialogue walk, where they were asked to answer the
question “Why do you do what you do?”

REPORT

Participants had enough time to discuss, plan and reflect as
a team throughout the programme, as a way of building
their team and their own capacity as a leader

Sensing journeys
In the afternoon, participants went on sensing journeys to
renewable energy companies (Rafiki Power, Power Corner
and Enda Solar) in Arusha, to learn firsthand from their
experiences and the challenges that they are facing. Enda
Solar also took participants on a short tour to show their
work on the MS TCDC terrain, before heading to their office.
On a sensing journey (or ‘learning journey’), participants
practice using all senses to approach problem analysis and
problem solving. When coming back from their trip, teams
gathered for a debrief of their main take-aways.
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Evening programme by Mr. Mungure
Safari evenings are never boring! On the second night, Mr.
Mungure, a local innovator from Arusha, visited the group at
MS-TCDC to share his experiences with social and technical
innovation. Mr. Mungure a holding only a standard seven
certificate, but he innovated 3 tractors using motorcycle
engines, he built a hydroelectric power source from a
stream down at his house, invented an ironing machine
running on biogas, and many other inspiring examples.

Ben Garside from IIED explaining participants some of the
key issues to consider when analysing their energy issue

Mr. Mungure narrating to youths in his inspiring evening
talk
He urged youth should have determination and focus in their
work and school so that they can benefit their community.
He explained that among the big challenges that youth are
facing is the urge to have fast gains and short term results
which is not good for their development, and they might
end up getting involved in illegal practices even. Safari
participants were energized by his presentation and fired all
sorts of questions at him, such as how much it costs to build
a tractor from scratch, and how he is he planning to help
other people, especially youths, who are willing to learn
from him.

REPORT
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SAFARI DAY 3
On a sensing journey (or ‘learning journey’),
participants practice using all their senses to approach
problem analysis and problem solving. Three teams
travelled to Ketumbeine village (with a Power Corner
mini-grid) and two teams to Komolo Village (with a
Rafiki Power mini-grid).

Off to the field!
The next day started with groups’ feedback from their
learning journeys the day previous. These journeys prepared
them for their first trip to the villages, which would take
place today. Three teams travelled to Ketumbeine village
(with a Power Corner mini-grid) and two teams to Komolo
Village (with a Rafiki Power mini-grid). They were out in the
field all day and came back with extremely rich
observations.

Energy Safari participants listening to Vyuvian Katala,
representative from Power Corner

Group visiting Enda Solar, attentively listening to Eric
Tarkleson, Chief Engineer and General Manager
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Cases:
1.Fostering productive uses of energy for sustainable livelihoods-Komolo. Communities practice various economic
activities (agriculture, poultry etc.) to ensure income. With the arrival of a minigrid in their village, these
initiatives can potentially be strengthened and scaled. Having access to clean and reliable electricity means that
local businesses in developing areas, both existing and upcoming, can reap the benefits of extended operating
hours, mechanisation, product preservation, higher productivity, improved working conditions, communication and
education in a socially and environmentally sustainable way. Komolo village has potential for bee keeping and
honey processing but it is currently practiced on a small scale by using local practices. What gateways can we
think of to capitalize on the available means of energy, natural resources and business initiatives to accelerate
productive uses of energy in this village?

2.Fostering productive uses of energy for sustainable livelihoods - Ketumbeine.Communities practice various
economic activities (bee keeping, poultry etc.) to ensure income. With the arrival of a minigrid in their village,
these initiatives can potentially be strengthened and scaled. Having access to clean and reliable electricity means
that local businesses in developing areas, both existing and upcoming, can reap the benefits of extended operating
hours, mechanization, product preservation, higher productivity, improved working conditions, communication and
education –in a socially and environmentally sustainable way. Ketumbeine village has water sources from the
mountain close by, which gives opportunities for agriculture and production of animal foods. Currently, the village
depends on imported vegetables from Longido district quarter for household consumption. What gateways can we
think of to capitalize on the available water resources, potential for horticulture and energy provided by the mini
grid to accelerate productive uses of energy in this village?

3.Business opportunities for youth- Ketumbeine. Having access to clean and reliable electricity means that local
businesses in developing areas, both existing and upcoming, can reap the benefits of extended operating hours,
mechanization, product preservation, higher productivity, improved working conditions, communication and education –in a
socially and environmentally sustainable way. Access to energy and resulting PUE offers opportunities to local citizens and
youths to engage themselves in economic activities. However, in Ketumbeine village, youth do not seem to grab these
opportunities yet – and in general, we witness youth leaving the countryside to make a living in the city. A Ketumbeine
villager who volunteered to train youth on welding, experienced a huge drop out of youths once they engaged to learn from
his activities. Where do the young people in Ketumbeine obtain their income-generating skills? Do they get PUE inspiration
from their villagers or a nearby village perhaps? Are opportunities in Ketumbeine lucrative enough for them to stay? What
incentives, capacity building and other solutions can we think of in making sure available opportunities are utilized and
youth are involved in the development

REPORT
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4.Enabling environment for uptake of energy for productive use- Ketumbeine. With the arrival of minigrids
(hence, sustainable and reliable energy access), opportunities arise for development. These opportunities are best
utilized in an environment where all stakeholders are aware of the opportunities and have access to basic
support (capacity building, loans, etc) and working equipment. In Ketumbeine village, there is already support on
several of these factors. For example, the NGO Heifer works with women groups for income generation activities
including poultry. Sadly, those women suffer from challenges of not having reliable incubators for hatching
chicken eggs. Support practices in one village from various stakeholders can complement each other and link up
to lead to greater impact. What support structures exist in the village you will be working on (and in villages
nearby) and how can they link up in order to be more effective and in order for challenges to be addressed in a
more sustainable way?

5. Fostering PUE by taking care of equipment . With productive use of energy taking off in a village, quality of life
can be increased and inhabitants become less dependent on economic services in nearby cities. Komolo village has been
benefited by service providers and managed to have green energy supplied by private companies. However, when issues of
fixing, repairing and having new products for their use occurs (for example, welding machines, refrigerators, etc.), they
still depend on the energy service provider (Rafiki Power) for support. This has led to delays and limited productive uses in
the villages. What possible opportunities can be taken to overcome these challenges?

REPORT
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SAFARI DAY 4
This day was all about Sense Making. Participants
gathered their findings from the learning journeys to
the villages and the companies and used creative ways
to showcase and discuss them.

3D mapping
Wednesday was about Sense Making. Collecting findings
from the learning journeys to the villages and to the
companies. Nuria Mshare (Energy Change Lab Youth
Leadership Manager) introduced a sense making tool, 3D
mapping. She showed how a 3D sculpture can help to map
the systems participants had observed in previous days.
Sculptures were formed by each group, and the tool was
rated very positively as a means to gather insights.

A group is explaining their 3D sculpture to facilitator Felia
Boerwinkel

A sample 3D model by one of a group that visited the Power
Corner site

A group is mapping the system they have analysed
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Brainstorming and prototyping
After 3D mapping, came brainstorming for solutions. In the
Safari process, you first start with analysis and very
purposely not with brainstorming. This is because we see
that often solutions are not informed by reality, which
means not enough time has been spent to understand the
problem better. Only now, after participants had spent two
days understanding the problem better, they could start
identifying possible solutions. Lead facilitator Lillian Madeje
introduced the art of brainstorming by a simple game,
encouraging participants to share whatever wild ideas they
had. After this practice, groups were invited to go back to
their sculpture and look for so-called ‘acupuncture points’
in their system; leverage points to place in intervention that
can cause the system to shift. After selecting a maximum of
three acupuncture points, the groups had to make a decision
on what solution to prototype. The remaining day was spent
on building the prototypes: tangible models of the solution
they were proposing for their case.

Participants presenting their finalised prototype

REPORT
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SAFARI DAY 5
Participants went back into the field to test the
feasibility of their prototype. They were asked to
identify the so-called ‘end-users’ of their solution,
which resulted in visits to a range of locations, aside
from visiting the communities in the villages again.

Going back to the field
The next day was an exciting and scary one: participants
went back into the field to test the feasibility of their
prototype. They were asked to identify the so-called ‘endusers’ of their solution, which resulted in visits to a range of
locations, aside from visiting the communities in the villages
again. Some teams visited locations in Arusha, such as
TWENDE, The Hive, Arusha Technical College, Rafiki Power,
VETA, NMB and ECLOF international. Others went straight
back to the villages.
Aim of their visit was to gather feedback on their solution,
which would inform an iteration to improve the prototype.
For some groups, the visit to the village and companies had
resulted in a slight change of the idea, while for other
groups, it had led to different insights, which informed a
radically different prototype. For example, one group,
dealing with business opportunities for youth, had built a
prototype of a youth centre in the village offering capacity
building and technical trainings on electrical appliances for
productive use. After talking to villagers, amongst which
youth, they were advised that the village need really circles
around adding value to their domestic animals products,
since they are pastoral communities. When the team came
back they designed a solution focusing on a livestock
product market and capacity building in that direction.

REPORT

Group dealing with bee keeping presenting their prototype
to the village leader (with a cap) and local bee keepers at
Komolo Village

“I will incorporate some the problem
solving techniques I learned at the
Safari in my training & consultation
business” - Energy Safari Participant
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SAFARI DAY 6
On closing day, the groups presented their journey and
solution in front of a panel of selected experts. We ended
our journey with celebrations!

How to make a great presentation
The final day started with a session on how to make a great
presentation, because during the Safari, we also focus on
fostering key soft skills. Groups started working on their
presentations, which were to outline the process they had
gone through, ending with a showcase of their final
prototype. Members of the Energy Change Lab passed by the
teams to give feedback on their first presentation draft, to
allow them to refine it before the official part would start.

Closing event
In the afternoon, over 40 guests arrived to participate in the
Safari closing event. They were energy sector and
education sector professionals, family and friends of the
participants, as well as journalists. The groups presented
their journey and solution in front of a panel of selected
experts consisting of Mr. Vyuvian Katala (Power Corner),
Fatma Muzo (Solar Sisters), Maarten Fonteijn (Rafiki Power)
and Eng. Daniel Ngwenya (Nelson Mandela African Institution
of Science and Technology). The experts were surprised and
thrilled by the presentations, while also very critical – they
gave honest feedback and prompts for further development.
Their contributions were highly valued by the Safari
participants.

technicians to repair and maintain electrical equipment in
the village. The groups in Ketumbeine proposed, resp., a
solution focusing on- a livestock product market and
capacity building in that direction (case nr. 3); a viable
business case for egg incubators (nr. 4); and a solution
incorporating solar pumps and water reservoirs which could
easily store and distribute water for horticulture and other
farming activities (case nr. 2).
Rafiki Power and Power Corner, who had been involved in
creating the cases, showed interest in supporting some of
the presented business cases. Currently, groups are
discussing with these companies and other actors how they
can take their ideas forward. Next to this, seven Energy
Safari participants got an opportunity to be mentored by the
CEO of Ensol, Mr. Prosper Magali.

“As a researcher of livestock value
chains I will now include sustainable
use of energy in assessing value
addition components.” – Energy Safari
participant.

So what solutions did the groups present in the end?
Group 1, ‘the bee keeping group’ looking into accelerating
business opportunities in Komolo village, related to the
arrival of the mini-grid’s available electricity, proposed to
setup a beekeeping and processing centre where services
such as marketing, packaging, equipment and finance can
be accessed. Another group (number 5), was tasked to look
into the issue of availability and affordability of equipment
for productive activities in Komolo. They proposed a
strategic partnership approach with financial, technical and
mini-grid companies to train and empower indigenous
REPORT

Way Forward- Post Safari
The Energy Change Lab has a role to play from Safari to
post-Safari innovation cycle. We facilitated the stages of
exploration and idea generation, together with the help of
our partner companies Rafiki Power and Power Corner. The
Safari journey can best be described as a ‘pre-incubation’
phase. How it’s time for the groups to find partners that can
help them incubate and finally accelerate their idea. The
Lab is linking them to interested companies, investors and
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other stakeholders, while also offering guided mentoring
and coaching.
We are continuing to organize activities for youth interested
in energy, where they can learn about the sector and grow
their network.
Three months after the Safari, the following processes are
ongoing:
1.

2.

The group that developed the bee keeping
prototype is now in an ongoing process to start
working with the local community in establishing a
bee keeping unit which will have 100 beehives and
other equipment to support the value adding
business. They are working on this together with
Rafiki Power and The Hives (a company they visited
during the Safari to test their prototype). Other
groups have submitted their business ideas to
companies such as Power Corner.
Prosper Magali, CEO of Ensol, is mentoring seven
participants. The mentees are connected in a
whatsapp group and they have organized physical
meetings with Prosper in Dar es Salaam. Four of
them – all female – are interested in setting up an
agribusiness, for which they receive Prosper’s help
and advice. A male participant is being supported
in formalizing his furniture business. The last one is
still studying. She has a great interest in biogas
technology. Furthermore, Prosper has hired one
Safari participant as an intern at his company. The
Energy Change Lab is thankful for Prosper’s
commitment to helping Tanzanian youth develop.

The Energy Change lab is looking forward to organizing new
Safaris in different regions in Tanzania. We wish to reach
more talented youth and get more partners on board to
accelerate the growth of Tanzania’s future energy leaders.
We invite you to join us!
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